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The Economy This Week!

It’s party time for G-Pay and Co. With 3.6 billion transactions worth around 6 lakh crore rupees, they have

taken over the mobile phone cash transaction business while nationalized banks limp behind. For the

party, they should also invite National Payment Corporation of India for giving them unlimited access to

entire bank accounts of the county without even a bank licence and with frugal data privacy provisions!   

Meanwhile, RBI is playing ignorant of the way financial institutions are evolving everywhere, taking into

account environmental, social and governance (ESG) compliance in credit decisions. Even if ignoring it

means weak risk assessment and asset-liability mismatch, our national bank is using every trick in the

book to avoid it. 

In yet another development, after the flop show of the official BRICS summit, people’s organizations from

the BRICS nations came together to reiterate their commitment to build unity among people. The

People’s Forum of BRICS, held virtually, spread across 5 days, shared stories of struggles, hopes and

alternatives. A ray of hope in this crazy world! 

- Team CFA

A Look at Fintech
Apps and Security
Concerns 
 

There are more than 58 apps
using the UPI platform. The banks
have lost remittance business
because of these apps. SBI, the
largest bank, has only 1036.45
million remittances and its app has
just 3.77 million transactions. Due
to the service charges, customers
don’t prefer the banks anymore.
This is one way of killing banks to
help Fintechs. But this is just the
tip of the iceberg.  
Read more.

Creating a better
Development Finance
Institution for India 

Compliance by financial
institutions with ESG requirements
for credit decisions, & disclosures
has become increasingly prevalent
over the last two decades. While
some of these requirements are
imposed via legislation, others
have been voluntarily adopted by
financial institutions. Project
finance is central to the
development of ESG standards. 
Read more.

Press Release:
People's Forum on
BRICS
“No Suffering in Silence but
building on unity across the BRICS
bloc need of the hour.” The
People’s Forum on BRICS 2021,
held amidst the aftermaths of a 
raging pandemic and its effect on
populations across the world
concluded on October 22 with a
large number of people from
BRICS countries reiterating their
commitment across borders for
solidarity and cooperation.  
Read more.
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